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Sample Wedding ‘Run’ 
(no additional elements) 

1. Groom and party walk to front of room 
2. Music starts 
3. Bridesmaids walk to front 
4. Ring bearer / flower girl walk to front 
5. Bride’s entry music starts ( have family member at the front of the room stand to start 

everyone else standing up) 
6. Walk to front 
7. Commissioner says welcoming remarks 
8. Legal vows 
9. Ring exchange 
10. Sign papers 
11. Pronouncement of Husband and wife 
12. First kiss 
13. Recessional 

a. Bride and groom 
b. Attendants 

 

This is an example of a bare bones, absolute basics ceremony. The four steps in the red must be 
performed together and in that order according to the marriage act. 

I do not recommend putting anything in such as announcements etc, after the first kiss.  It takes away 
from the memory moment. 
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Sample Wedding ‘Run’ 
 (with added elements) 

1. Marriage commissioner comes to the front of the room ( this settles the guests) 
2. Music starts 
3. Groomsmen walk to the front 
4. Groom walks to the front 
5. Bridesmaids walk to the front 
6. Ring bearer / flower girl walk to the front 
7. Bride’s entry music starts ( have family member at the front of the room stand to start 

everyone else standing up) 
8. Walk to front 
9. Commissioner says welcoming remarks 
10. Commissioner invites family member / friend to do a reading 
11. Commissioner leads couple through symbolic ceremony ( Sand, wine box etc) 
12. Commissioner ask the couples to present their personal vows to each other. 
13. Legal vows 
14. Ring exchange 
15. Sign papers 
16. Pronouncement of Husband and wife 
17. First kiss 
18. Recessional 

a. Bride and groom 
b. attendants 

This is an example of a more personalized ceremony. The four steps in the red must be performed 
together and in that order according to the marriage act. 

I do not recommend putting anything in such as announcements etc, after the first kiss.  It takes away 
from the memory moment. 


